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Juli Stewart 
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, inc. 
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ABSTRACT 

A committee at Martin Marietta Energy Systems (MMES) has drafted a guide- 
line to assist offices in the management of electronic records. This paper 
will address the activities surrounding its creating. The guideline is for 
use by creators, users, and custodians of any type of electronic information. 
The guideline supports and supplements requirements from DOE and the National 
Archives and Records Administration (NARA), other internal processes such as 
system reviews, and the comprehensive records management program. While an 
in-house publication, it could prove useful to other organizations implementing 
an electronic records management program. 

INTRODUCTION 

MANAGING ELECTRONIC RECORDS: A GUIDELINE (GUIDELINE) was created for the staff 
of Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. to facilitate the management of electronic records. It was 
produced by an interdisciplinary committee made up of 

Juli Stewart, ORNL Records Manager, Information Management Services; 
Dave Hamrin, Scientific and Technical Information Officer, Information 

Becky Verastegui, Senior IRM Program Manager, ORNL Laboratory Computing; 
Connie Malarkey, Head of Electronic Documentation Management Section, 

Abby Muller, Technical Information Analyst, Records Analysis and Assessment, 

Max Gildner, Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) Quality Assurance Manager, ORNL 

Management Services; 

Computing and Telecommunications Services; 

Information Management Services; 

Office of Quality Programs and Inspections. 

Committee members represented many years of experience in the information field working with 
records management and electronic information systems and processes. All members work directly 
with line organizations either providing information services and/or supporting compliance activities 
or both. The committee is an example of the trend in MMES to form teams comprised of specialists 
across organizational lines for project execution. 

BASIS FOR CREATION 

The GUIDELINE was created to present the electronic records picture at MMES in one document 



and to provide basic information on management electronic records. Persons involved in some phase 
of electronic information up until now, if they thought about it at all, had to weave the threads of 
procedure and requirement into the appropriate mix for them. As a solution, the GUIDELINE 
provides awarements of the requirements and a framework thax people can reference, then pick and 
chose the proper control approach for their needs. Guesswork is taken out of rhe picture saving time 
and money. In addition to providing the full view of information needed to manage electronic 
records, the GUIDELINE illustrates relationships among the various types of electronic vehicles 
and media. It is also a gateway to pertinent requirements which all MMES staff are expected to 
foilow. Considered in the GUIDELINE is electronic mail, word processing files, information systems, 
electronic forms and authorizations, data bases and data files, electronic spreadsheets, machine- 
readable indexes and other text or numeric information. Furthermore, the GUIDELINE addresses 
three types of electronic information: information that document the system, information that 
manages the system, and information used or produced by the system. 

The Committee believed the GUIDELINE was necessary for several reasons. Requirements 
governing information produced in electronic form are straightforward but, in many instance, hard 
to implement. The creator, user and maintainer--those persons concerned with electronic records 
must go to the requirement source document. Requirements are not well known, and thus are not 
followed. Compliance control is harder to achieve for electronic records than for paper based systems 
because more people are involved. For example, with an electronic systems there are at least three 
functions involved: systems creator, user of the system, and system maintainers. Usually in a paper 
based system one person performs all three functions. One problem facing records managers is the 
fact that many of us are putting our resources into creating controls for old information, usually 
paper, and not directing resources to bringing electronic records under compliance control. Among 
managers and support staff alike there is the perception that there is little need to "control the 
invisible. " Peter Emmerson in a presentation before the Computers in Libraries International 
Conference (1993) stated: 

Modem systems generate even larger quantities of records than the paper systems 
they replace. Unfortunately, from a management point of view they are 
intangible and less visible and this leads people to assume that they do 
not need to be managed. They see it as a physical problem to be solved 
by the application of the intellectual process which is the basis for 
management activities. (Peter Emmerson, "Developing a Records Management 
Policy and Programme in an Electronic Environment," PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
7TH ANNUAL COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, Feb., 
1993. Westport, CT., and London, Meckler Ltd, 1993, pp. 22-6.) 

In addition, records managers are concerned with the basic lack of awareness on the part of staff of 
who owns the information they produce. They do not always realized that very little information is 
the personal property of the individual staff member. This concern is enhanced with the wide spread 
use of the personal computer. The term "personal" computing has strengthened the notion of 
individual ownership. With electronic technology and the associated costs, it is even more important 
understand ownership and to plan for the entire life cycle of information at its creation point. There 
is a need to educate the general company population on these requirements in order to be in 
compliance and to produce, use, store and dispose of electronic information efficiently and effectively. 

ESTABLISHING CONTENT 
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Before deciding on content, the Committee reviewed requiremencs documents. Reviews were made 
of MMES policies and procedures, DOE and NARA requirements as well as the Federal Information 
Procedures Standard (FIPS) and NQA- 1. The Committee was interested in exploring the conflicts 
among organizations’ regulations and conflicts between general records management requirements 
and electronic records management. No conflicts were discovered between general and eIectronic 
records requirements. Of course, we are guided by MMES, DOE and NARA, but it was important 
to see if there were areas in which they might be out of date. 

The Committee also decided to benchmark for good programs with mixed success. A sample of the 
twenty-four questions asked are: 

--Does your organization have a formal electronic records program? Do you 

--In what ways does management support this program? 
--Is the program comprehensive encompassing electronic information from 

--How have you ensured that units with the organization have participated 

--Is training available? Please describe. 

have promulgating procedures or guidelines? 

cradle to grave? 

in the program? 

The benchmarking process was conducted over the phone, but the process was hampered by a short 
timeframe. We did not receive much information we could use in creating the GUIDELINE. 
Nevertheless, as with the requirements review, the questionnaire will be useful in the future as we 
move closer to an implemented electronic program. 

The Committee brainstormed the content of the GUIDELINE after completing the review of 
requirements, supplemental publications, benchmarking results, and creating a list of electronic 
information problems identified during the course of our working lives. Some of the former might 
be familiar to the reader such as in what form electronic mail record copy should be maintain, who 
maintains it, and how. 

CONTENT 

The GUIDELINE is composed of the following sections: 

--Introduction 
--Creating Electronic Records 
--Using Electronic Records 
--Storing Electronic Records 
--Retention and Disposition of Electronic Records 
--Coping With Emergencies 
--Glossary 
--References 
--Appendixes 

Introduction The Introduction states the purpose of the publication, that it is organized according 
to life cycle management, that electronic records should be managed as a resource, and that electronic 
records management is an integral part of a comprehensive records management program. The latter 
endorses the concept by NARA: 



Electronic recordkeeping is neither a new field nor a subsidiary of 
records management. 
in which the careful application of the precept of sound records management has 
become more necessary than ever. (INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
HANDBOOK: ELECTRONIC RECORDKEEPING. Washington, DC, U.S. General 
Services. U.S. Government Printing Office. 1989, p. 2.) 

Rather. it represents a technological breakthrough 

Creating Electronic Records Creating electronic systems or stand alone electronic documents on the 
personal computer (PC) or in electronic mail, if done correctly, necessitates identifying and planning 
the entire life cycle. Knowing of and understanding the relationship between line organizations and 
those organizations involved in records life cycle is required. This section also discusses relevant 
MMES procedures for reference and use. Training of staff involved .in creating electronic records 
is needed before access to systems is permitted. 

Using Electronic Records Electronic information can be housed on a variety of media. Regardless 
of media, during use certain requirements associated with the information must be kept in mind. 
These requirements include: 

--Access 
--Security 
--Judicial Authentication 
--Configuration Management 
--Retrieval 
--Documentation 

StorinP Electronic Records Requirements discussed in this section are for both short term and long 
use and retrieval of the records in an electronic environment. It emphasizes the need for planning, 
media selection, procedures, retrieval, indexing and labeling. 

Retention and DisDosition of Electronic Records Technology differences between paper/film systems 
and electronic information systems are evident in this section. In addition to documenting the 
electronic records, other data must be gathered. Such data may include identification of record 
media, authentication, distribution, preservation requirements, program and system software, and 
storage requirements. Permanent electronic records which eventually will reside in the National 
Archives have additional requirements. Destruction of electronic records is discussed as to when 
media can be reused and when it must be destroyed. 

Coping with Emergencies This section discusses planning for minor disruptions to major disaster to 
ensure continued operation and includes information on preparation, creating a plan. 

Glossary and References These sections are included to provide the reader with relative information 
quickly and provide people available to answer questions. 

Amendixes The appendixes provide detailed information on prorecting electronic environments, 
equipment and media; creating filenames and filename extentions; and indexing and retrieving 
electronic records. 

DISTRIBUTION 

The GUIDELINE will be piloted prior to distribution in order to get user feedback. 
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The GUIDELINE will be available to all MMES staff members via VTX and Internet. The 
Committee will conduct an awareness activity to notify staff members of this publication. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

After a year of use, the Committee will review and revise rhe GUIDELINE, if necessary, and 
determine if i t  should be reissued as a MMES procedure. 

Juli Stewart has been the ORNL Records Manager for two years and has worked at MMES for five. 
Previously in higher education records management, she had enjoyed the many challenges of records 
and information management in the government sector. 


